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Abstract
This paper describes the systems developed by the GTM-IRLab
team for the Albayzin 2018 Search on Speech evaluation. The
system for the spoken term detection task consists in the fu-
sion of two subsystems: a large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition strategy that uses the proxy words approach for
out-of-vocabulary terms, and a phonetic search system based
on the probabilistic retrieval model for information retrieval.
The query-by-example spoken term detection system is the re-
sult of fusing four subsystems: three of them are based on dy-
namic time warping search using different representations of the
waveforms, namely Gaussian posteriorgrams, phoneme posteri-
orgrams and a large set of low-level descriptors; and the other
one is the phonetic search system used for spoken term detec-
tion with some modifications to manage spoken queries.
Index Terms: Spoken term detection, query-by-example
spoken term detection, large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition, out-of-vocabulary terms, phoneme posteriorgrams,
Gaussian posteriorgrams, probabilistic information retrieval,
phonetic search

1. Introduction
In this paper, the systems developed by the GTM-IRLab team
for the Albayzin 2018 Search on Speech evaluation are de-
scribed. Systems were submitted to the spoken term detec-
tion (STD) and the query-by-example spoken term detection
(QbESTD) tasks.

In the STD task, a fusion of two subsystems was proposed.
The first system consists in a strategy based on large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition (LVCSR). This LVCSR system
was built using the Kaldi toolkit [1] to train a set of acoustic
models, to generate the output lattices and to perform lattice
indexing and term search [2]. The proxy words strategy de-
scribed in [3] was used to deal with out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
terms. The second system performs phonetic search (PS) using
an approach that adapts the probabilistic retrieval model [4] for
information retrieval to the search on speech task similarly as
described in [5, 6].

For the QbESTD task, the proposed system consists in a fu-
sion of four different systems. Three of them rely on dynamic
time warping (DTW) search with different representations of
the speech data, namely phoneme posteriorgrams [7], low-level
descriptors [8] and Gaussian posteriorgrams [9]. The fourth sys-
tem is an adaptation of the PS approach used for STD that copes
with spoken queries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
and 3 describe the systems for the STD and QbESTD tasks, re-
spectively; Section 4 presents the preliminary results obtained
for the different tasks on the development data; and Section 5
presents some conclusions extracted from the experimental val-
idation of the different systems.

2. Spoken term detection system
The proposed STD system consists in the fusion of two subsys-
tems: one is based in a LVCSR system while the other is a PS
system that adapts the probabilistic retrieval model for informa-
tion retrieval to the STD task.

2.1. LVCSR system

An LVCSR system was built using the Kaldi open-source
toolkit [1]. Deep neural network (DNN) based acoustic mod-
els were used; specifically, a DNN-based context-dependent
speech recognizer was trained following Karel Veselý’s DNN
training approach [10]. The input acoustic features to the neu-
ral network are 40 dimensional Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCCs) augmented with three pitch and voicing related
features [11], and appended with their delta and acceleration
coefficients. The DNN has 6 hidden layers with 2048 neurons
each. Each speech frame is spliced across ±5 frames to pro-
duce 1419 dimensional vectors which are the input to the first
layer, and the output layer is a soft-max layer representing the
log-posteriors of the context-dependent HMM states.

The Kaldi LVCSR decoder generates word lattices [12] us-
ing the above DNN-based acoustic models. These lattices are
processed using the lattice indexing technique described in [2]
so that the lattices of all the utterances in the search collection
are converted from individual weighted finite state transducers
(WFST) to a single generalized factor transducer structure in
which the start-time, end-time and lattice posterior probabil-
ity of each word token is stored as a 3-dimensional cost. This
factor transducer is actually an inverted index of all word se-
quences seen in the lattices. Thus, given a list of keywords or
phrases, a simple finite state machine is created such that it ac-
cepts the keywords/phrases and composes them with the factor
transducer to obtain all the occurrences of the keywords/phrases
in the search collection.

The proxy words strategy included in Kaldi [3] was used
for OOV term detection. This approach uses phone confusion
to find the in-vocabulary (INV) term that is the most similar, in
terms of its phonetic content, to the corresponding OOV term,
and search is performed using the INV term.

The data used to train the acoustic models of this LVCSR
system were extracted from the Spanish material used in the
2006 TC-STAR automatic speech recognition evaluation cam-
paign1 and from the Galician broadcast news database Transcri-
gal [13]. It must be noted that all the non-speech parts as well as
the speech parts corresponding to transcriptions with pronunci-
ation errors, incomplete sentences and short speech utterances
were discarded, so in the end the acoustic training material con-
sisted of approximately 104 hours and 30 minutes.

The language model (LM) was constructed using a text
database of 150 MWords composed of material from several

1http://www.tc-star.org
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sources (transcriptions of European and Spanish Parliaments
from the TC-STAR database, subtitles, books, newspapers, on-
line courses and transcriptions of the Mavir sessions included
in the development set2 [14]). Specifically, two fourgram-based
language models were trained following the Kneser-Ney dis-
counting strategy using the SRILM toolkit [15], and the final
LM was obtained by mixing both LMs using the SRILM static
n-gram interpolation functionality. One of the LMs was trained
using the RTVE2018 subtitles data provided for the Albayzin
2018 Text-to-Speech challenge and the other LM was built us-
ing the other text corpora. The LM vocabulary size was limited
to the most frequent 300K words and, for each search task, the
set of OOV keywords were removed from the language model.

2.2. PS system

A system based on phonetic search following the probabilistic
retrieval model for information retrieval was developed for the
STD task:

• Indexing. First, the phone transcription of each docu-
ment is obtained, and then the documents are indexed in
terms of phone n-grams of different size [16, 5]. Accord-
ing to the probabilistic retrieval model, each document
is represented by means of a language model [4]. In this
case, given that the phone transcriptions have errors, sev-
eral hypotheses for the best transcription are used to im-
prove the quality of the language model [6]. The start
time and duration of each phone are also stored in the
index.

• Search. First, a phonetic transcription of the query is ob-
tained using the grapheme-to-phoneme model for Span-
ish included in Cotovia [17]. Then, the query is searched
within the different indices, and a score for each doc-
ument is computed following the query likelihood re-
trieval model [18]. It must be noted that this model sorts
the documents according to how likely they contain the
query, but the start and end times of the match are re-
quired in this task. To obtain these times, the phone tran-
scription of the query is aligned to that of the document
by computing their minimum edit distance, and this al-
lows the recovery of the start and end times since they are
stored in the index. In addition, the minimum edit dis-
tance is used to penalize the score returned by the query
likelihood retrieval model as described in [6].

The minimum and maximum size of the n-grams were set to
1 and 5, respectively, according to [5]. The different hypotheses
for the phone transcriptions of the documents were extracted
from the phone lattice obtained employing the LVCSR system
described above, and the number of hypotheses to be used for
indexing was empirically set to 40. Indexing and search were
performed using Lucene3.

2.3. Fusion

Discriminative calibration and fusion were applied in order to
combine the outputs of the different STD systems [19]. The
global minimum score produced by the system for all queries
was used to hypothesize the missing scores. After normaliza-
tion, calibration and fusion parameters were estimated by lo-
gistic regression on a development dataset in order to obtain

2http://cartago.lllf.uam.es/mavir/index.pl?m=descargas
3http://lucene.apache.org

improved discriminative and well-calibrated scores [20]. Cal-
ibration and fusion training was performed using the Bosaris
toolkit [21].

3. Query-by-example spoken term
detection system

The primary system submitted for the QbESTD evaluation con-
sists in the fusion of four systems. Three of those systems
follow the same scheme: first, feature extraction is performed
in order to represent the queries and documents by means of
feature vectors; then, the queries are searched within the docu-
ments using a search approach based on DTW; finally, a score
normalization step is performed. The other system is an adap-
tation of the PS system described above to the QbESTD task.

3.1. DTW-based systems

3.1.1. Speech representation

Three different approaches for speech representation were used;
given a query Q with n frames (and equivalently, a document
D with m frames), these representations result in a set Q =
{q1, . . . , qn} of n vectors of dimension U (and equivalently, a
set D = {d1, . . . , dm} of m vectors of dimension U ):

• Phoneme posteriorgram (PhnPost). One subsystem re-
lies on phoneme posteriorgrams [7] for speech represen-
tation: given a speech document and a phoneme recog-
niser with U phonetic units, the a posteriori probability
of each phonetic unit is computed for each time frame,
leading to a set of vectors of dimension U that repre-
sent the probability of each phonetic unit at every time
instant. The English (EN) phone decoder developed by
the Brno University of Technology was used to obtain
phoneme posteriorgrams; in this decoder, each phonetic
unit has three different states and a posterior probability
is output for each of them, so they were combined in or-
der to obtain one posterior probability for each unit [22].
After obtaining the posteriors, a Gaussian softening was
applied in order to have Gaussian distributed probabili-
ties [23].

• Low-level descriptors (LLD). A large set of features,
summarised in Table 1, was used to represent the
queries and documents; these features, obtained using
the OpenSMILE feature extraction toolkit [24], were ex-
tracted every 10 ms using a 25 ms window, except for
F0, probability of voicing, jitter, shimmer and HNR, for
which a 60 ms window was used.

• Gaussian posteriorgram (GP). Gaussian posteriorgrams
[9] were used to represent the audio documents and
queries. Given a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with
U Gaussians, the a posteriori probability of each Gaus-
sian is computed for each time frame, leading to a set
of vectors of dimension U that represent the probability
of each Gaussian at every time instant. In this system,
19 MFCCs were extracted from the waveforms, accom-
panied with their energy, delta and acceleration coeffi-
cients. Feature extraction and Gaussian posteriorgram
computation were performed using the Kaldi toolkit [1].
The GMM was trained using MAVIR training and devel-
opment data, as well as RTVE development recordings.
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Table 1: Acoustic features used in the proposed search on speech system.

Description # features
Sum of auditory spectra 1
Zero-crossing rate 1
Sum of RASTA style filtering auditory spectra 1
Frame intensity 1
Frame loudness 1
Root mean square energy and log-energy 2
Energy in frequency bands 250-650 Hz (energy 250-650) and 1000-4000 Hz 2
Spectral Rolloff points at 25%, 50%, 75%, 90% 4
Spectral flux 1
Spectral entropy 1
Spectral variance 1
Spectral skewness 1
Spectral kurtosis 1
Psychoacoustical sharpness 1
Spectral harmonicity 1
Spectral flatness 1
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 16
MFCC filterbank 26
Line spectral pairs 8
Cepstral perceptual linear predictive coefficients 9
RASTA PLP coefficients 9
Fundamental frequency (F0) 1
Probability of voicing 1
Jitter 2
Shimmer 1
log harmonics-to-noise ratio (logHNR) 1
LCP formant frequencies and bandwidths 6
Formant frame intensity 1
Deltas 102
Total 204

3.1.2. Search algorithm

The search stage was carried out using the subsequence DTW
(S-DTW) [25] variant of the classical DTW approach. To per-
form S-DTW, first a cost matrix M ∈ <n×m must be defined, in
which the rows and columns correspond to the query and docu-
ment frames, respectively:

Mi,j =





c(qi,dj) if i = 0
c(qi,dj) +Mi−1,0 if i > 0, j = 0
c(qi,dj) +M∗(i, j) else

(1)

where c(qi, dj) is a function that defines the cost between the
query vector qi and the document vector dj , and

M∗(i, j) = min (Mi−1,j ,Mi−1,j−1,Mi,j−1) (2)

Pearson’s correlation coefficient r [26] was the metric used
to define the cost function by mapping it into the interval [0,1]
applying the following transformation:

c(qi, dj) =
1− r(qi, dj)

2
(3)

Once matrix M is computed, the end of the best warping
path between Q and D is obtained as

b∗ = argmin
b∈1,...,m

M(n, b) (4)

The starting point of the path ending at b∗, namely a∗, is
computed by backtracking, hence obtaining the best warping
path P(Q,D) = {p1, . . . , pk, . . . , pK}, where pk = (ik, jk),
i.e. the k-th element of the path is formed by qik and djk , and
K is the length of the warping path.

It is possible that a query Q appears several times in a doc-
ument D, especially if D is a long recording. Hence, not only
the best warping path must be detected but also others that are

less likely. One approach to overcome this issue consists in de-
tecting a given number of candidate matches nc: every time a
warping path, that ends at frame b∗, is detected, M(n,b∗) is set
to∞ in order to ignore this element in the future.

A score must be assigned to every detection of a query Q
in a document D. First, the cumulative cost of the warping path
Mn,b∗ is length-normalized [27] and, after that, z-norm is ap-
plied so that all the scores of all the queries have the same dis-
tribution [28].

3.2. PS system

The system described in Section 2.2 was also used for QbESTD.
Since, in this experimental setup, the queries are spoken, the
LVCSR system described in Section 2.1 was used to obtain
phone transcriptions of the queries. In this system, the number
of transcription hypotheses of the documents was empirically
set to 50.

3.3. Fusion

The fusion strategy described in Section 2.3 was used to com-
bine the QbESTD systems described in this section.

4. Preliminary Results
The systems described in the previous sections were evaluated
in terms of the average term weighted value (ATWV) and max-
imum term weighted value (MTWV), which are the evaluation
metrics defined for Albayzin 2018 evaluation. The results in-
cluded in this section were achieved using the development
data provided by the organizers. Since two different datasets
(MAVIR and RTVE) were used for development, and in or-
der to avoid overfitting when choosing the decision threshold,
the groundtruth labels of MAVIR and RTVE were joined into
a single set (namely MAVIR+RTVE) to compute the decision
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Table 2: STD results on development data

MAVIR RTVE MAVIR+RTVE

System MTWV ATWV MTWV ATWV MTWV ATWV

LVCSR (con1) 0.5314 0.5179 0.5976 0.5798 0.5992 0.5991

PS (con2) 0.4828 0.4739 0.6286 0.5993 0.6173 0.6167

LVCSR-NP (con3) 0.5068 0.4079 0.5801 0.5794 0.5704 0.5700

Fusion (pri) 0.5470 0.5290 0.6550 0.6183 0.6826 0.6791

Table 3: QbESTD results on development data

MAVIR RTVE MAVIR+RTVE

System MTWV ATWV MTWV ATWV MTWV ATWV

PhnPost (con2) 0.1971 0.1742 0.7145 0.7081 0.5180 0.5160

LLD 0.2017 0.1774 0.7136 0.7114 0.5156 0.5136

GP 0.1877 0.1628 0.6731 0.6718 0.4856 0.4841

PS (con3) 0.2383 0.2029 0.3540 0.3528 0.3519 0.3507

Fusion DTW (con1) 0.2699 0.2649 0.7211 0.7076 0.5471 0.5451

Fusion (pri) 0.2896 0.2470 0.7273 0.6964 0.6195 0.6174

threshold, which was subsequently applied to each dataset indi-
vidually.

4.1. STD experiments

Table 2 shows the results achieved using the systems described
in Section 2. The Table also includes an additional sys-
tem, namely LVCSR-NP, which consists in the aforementioned
LVCSR without using the proxy words strategy for OOV terms;
this means that the LVCSR-NP system does not detect any OOV
terms. Comparing LVCSR-NP and LVCSR systems, it can be
seen that using the proxy words strategy is beneficial specially
when dealing with MAVIR data. The table also shows that the
PS system outperforms the LVCSR system on RTVE dataset,
and it also leads to a better overall result. The combination of
both systems achieves a significant improvement in all the ex-
perimental conditions, which suggests that both strategies are
strongly complementary.

4.2. QbESTD experiments

Table 3 shows the results achieved by the QbESTD systems de-
scribed in Section 3. The best performance in MAVIR data was
achieved with the PS system, which also exhibited the lowest
performance in RTVE data. PhnPost and LLD systems achieved
almost the same results for RTVE and MAVIR+RTVE data.

The table also displays the results obtained when fusing the
three DTW approaches (Fusion DTW) and when fusing the four
systems (Fusion). The MTWV is always higher when fusing
the four systems but, for the individual datasets, the ATWV
is higher when fusing only the DTW systems. Nevertheless,
the overall result is better when combining the four systems, so
this system was selected as the primary (pri) for this evaluation,
while the fusion of the three DTW systems was presented as
contrastive (con1).

5. Conclusions and future work
This paper presented the systems developed for the STD and
QbESTD tasks of Albayzin 2018 Search on Speech evaluation.
The STD system consists in a fusion of a LVCSR system with
a phonetic search approach based on the probabilistic retrieval
model for information retrieval. The LVCSR system relied on
the proxy words approach for OOV words, which were also
managed by the phonetic search system. The QbESTD sys-
tem is a fusion of three DTW-based systems with the phonetic
search system used in the STD task.

The performance obtained in STD and QbESTD tasks are
not straightforwardly comparable because the queries used to
compute the evaluation metrics are not the same for both tasks,
but the results suggest that spoken queries lead to better results
in RTVE dataset. This might be caused by a greater amount of
OOV words, so this will be investigated by further analysis of
the results.

In future work, a system that combines word-level and
phone-level representations with the probabilistic retrieval
model for information retrieval will be assessed. This idea
is motivated by the fact that, according to the results exhib-
ited in the STD task, the LVCSR and phonetic search systems
are strongly complementary, and designing smart combination
strategies might improve the performance of logistic regression
fusion.

The DTW-based systems for QbESTD used in this paper
are language-independent, i.e. the system can be used regard-
less the language spoken in the recordings. Given that a LVCSR
system for Spanish was trained for the STD system, the use
of the activations of the LVCSR network will be investigated
in future work in order to assess QbESTD performance in a
language-dependent setting.
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